Senior Operator – Biofuel
London

Reporting to the Head of Biofuel Trading, the senior
operator shall work alongside the biofuel traders from
whom they will take day-today instruction. The role, as
part of the trading team is to manage truck and rail,
barge, cargo and blending operations, primarily for the
FAME trading book:

Person Specification

» Responsible for all operational aspects of the FAME
book : inspection, documentary instructions, load,
discharge and blending instructions relating to all
movements

5. Cooperative team player who is willing to go the extra
mile to help others.

» Monitoring, controlling and reporting cargo,
demurrage and associated costs
» Maintain up to date Stock Sheets and assist with
stock management
» Liaise closely with Treasury to ensure payments
are made/received in a timely manner
» Assist with planning of blends and vessel movements
» Manage both term and spot nominations as
instructed by trader

1. Willingness to work in a demanding environment
2. Highly motivated
3. Hard working,
4. Reliable

6. Proficient in negotiating and problem solving
7. Good communicator, especially on the telephone
8. Strong analytical skills and a good eye for detail
9. IT literacy, in particular Microsoft Office applications:
Excel to be able to produce spreadsheets and use
formulas and Word to be able to produce basic tables,
letters and faxes
10. Good understanding of the oil industry

» Optimise revenues where possible through
planning /blend optimisation

if you are interested in joining the Greenergy team and
looking for your next career move we would love to hear
from you. Please submit a current CV along with a cover
letter in support of your application.

» Assist with the optimisation of sustainability data
assigned to various contracts

Applications without a covering letter will not be
considered.

» Liaise and negotiate with 3rd parties on load volumes,
costs, vessel/barge dates
» Back up ARA blending
» Negotiate/charter barges and vessels alongside
FAME trader
» Liaise closely with Risk and Sustainability team
to ensure data/pricing is as accurate as possible
» Instruct blends/tank moves and loadings
Liaison with traders and risk management This is an
intensive role which requires a commitment to be
available outside of normal working-hours. Occasional
help and support to the operations team may be
(but not envisaged) required in situations of holiday/
sickness cover.

Please note, due to the volume of applications we regret
to advise you that we are unable to respond to
Candidates who are not short listed for interview.
If you should have any queries regarding this position
please call Debbie Rees 01827 302298
NO AGENCIES – Thank you.

